AntMiner is the first swarm intelligence algorithm based on the ant colony optimization algorithm in data mining area. Since AntMiner is easy to fall into the local optimal solution and has long convergence time, we introduce ACSMiner algorithm in this paper. ACSMiner is based on the ant colony system which constructs rules by using the state transition rules, not only updating the pheromone of each ant locally, but also updating the global optimal solution. The KDD99 dataset was used to carry out the experiment. Simulation results demonstrated that compared with the original algorithm, the variant works well in improving the accuracy and reducing false positive rate as well as shortening the training time. It shows that the method can be effectively used in the field of intrusion detection.
1.Introduction
With the rapid development of network technology, the network security has received much concern. Traditional security technologies, such as firewall, access control, encryption technology, fail to fully protect the network and system security [1] . In such case, Intrusion Detection System (IDS), an irreplaceable part of protecting the system security, has been the research focus of scholars at home and abroad. But there are still some problems such as low accuracy and high false alarm rate to be solved.
There are many methods used in the intrusion detection which can be summarized as follows: artificial neural network, fuzzy system, evolutionary computation, artificial immune system and swarm intelligence [1] . The swarm intelligence method employed in the field of intrusion detection is a new research direction, which can be divided into the following aspects: (1) apply in distributed intrusion detection field [2] ; (2) optimize the algorithm framework, including the parameter optimization and feature selection [3] [4] [5] ; (3) extract the rules, extract classification rules based on the idea of data mining [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) and Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) are the most popular swarm intelligence algorithms. ACO has good effect on solving discrete optimization problems, especially on the classification and clustering problems in data mining. PSO has an edge in solving nonlinear combinatorial optimization problems by stimulating the activities of simple natural ecosystems, such as the activities of birds or fish. The improved AntMiner algorithm, which achieves the intrusion detection by extracting rules, was proposed [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . This paper mainly studies the optimization problem of the rule extraction based on the ant colony algorithm. To distinguish different categories of rules, the training samples were separated by category before the extraction. Thus, different kinds of extraction rules can be necessary. Meanwhile, the arccosine function was adopted as a new heuristic function [7] ; In the design of the objective function, the dual factors were considered, including classification accuracy and the coverage of the rules [8] [10] [11] ; the node state transition rule was introduced into the algorithm, and the quality of rules was used in pheromone updation [9] .
Most of the above works only considered local factors, but failed to improve the algorithm framework globally. The pheromone plays a very important role in the process of rules construction. If the pheromone values of different paths vary greatly, the ant will be only moving along paths of high pheromone. That means the ability of the ant for further searching better solution will be weakened, which will cause them to fall into the local optimal solution easily; if the difference of pheromone of different paths is small, it is difficult for the ant to find the optimal solution in a very short period of time, resulting in long convergence time. In view of the above background, this paper proposes a new algorithm, called ACSMiner, which takes into account the pheromone update mechanism and applies it in the field of intrusion detection.
2.AntMiner
AntMiner algorithm achieves the classification by extracting rules [12] . The rules are as follows: If <term 1 and term 2 and…term n > Then <class>. term i represents the value of an attribute, where , such as: protocol = tcp, where class denotes the label.
Rules construction
Whether a node is added to the list of rules is determined by the probability equation (1) [12] , and the node term ij represents the j th value of the i th attribute. Where P ij denotes selected probability of term ij ; represents the heuristic factor of term ij , represents the pheromone of term ij after t th iteration; a is the number of attributes; when attribute A i is not selected =1, or =0; is the number of all values of A i .
(2.1)
Heuristic Function
The Shannon entropy is used to measure the quality of the node in AntMiner. The greater the entropy, the distribution of samples is more uniform and the smaller the probability that the ant will add this node to the path, as shown in equation (2) [12] . H represents the entropy; W represents the labels; k represents the number of categories; represents the priori probability of when the label is .
The entropy can be directly employed in equation (1) after normalization, as , so the heuristic function is defined based on the information theory [12] (2.3)
Objective Function
The quality of rules is determined by the objective function Q which can be defined as [12] ( 2.4) where TP represents the number of attack instances correctly classified; FP represents the number of normal instances judged to be attack; FN indicates the number of attack samples to be judged as normal samples; TN represents the number of normal samples correctly classified.
Pheromone Updating

1) Pheromone Initialization
The initial pheromone of different nodes is equal which is inversely proportional to the sum of the pheromone of each attribute, defined as [12] (2.5) where the meaning of parameters is the same as equation (1).
2) Update Strategy of Pheromone
The pheromone is updated after rules are constructed, and the update strategy is [12] (2.6) where Q represents the quality of the rules as shown in equation (4).
3.The Improved Algorithm Framework --ACSMiner
State Transition Rule
The ant chooses the next node to the rule queue according to equation (7) [13] .
where q is a random number that is uniformly distributed in [0,1], q 0 is a given parameter (), S is a random variable according to the probability distribution given by equation (1), allowed k represents the next set of nodes to be selected. When q<q0, the ant tends to choose the node of high pheromone and high heuristic factor namely smaller entropy; or the ant explores new paths in a probabilistic manner.
Local Update Strategy
Each ant updates the pheromone in the process of constructing the rule. The local update rule is defined as (3.2) where represents the local renewal factor ; is a given parameter ， ; represents the heuristic factor.
Global Update Strategy
The global update strategy is shown in equation (9) . To accelerate the convergence speed of the algorithm, the global update factor w is used. (3.3) where the meaning of the parameters is the same as section 2.
Algorithm Flow
The algorithm begins with the initialization of the pheromone. In the process of constructing rules, the ant selects nodes using the state transition rule, so that they can construct the rule according to the prior knowledge while exploring a new path; In addition, the pheromone of selected nodes will be reduced by using the local update strategy which can enhance the ability of the ant to search for better solutions; After the rule construction, rules will be pruned which makes rules more robust; After iterations, the global optimal ant will be selected and the additional pheromone will be added to it to increase the difference of the pheromone between the optimal path and the remaining paths, so the ant can search for the optimal solution in a shorter time.
There are two kinds of optimal ants in ACSMiner, one is the best ant in one iteration. The original algorithm only updates the pheromone of this kind of ant; the other is the global best ant, namely the best ant selected from all iterations. In the original algorithm, the rules are produced by this kind of ant. In ACSMiner, the global update strategy is introduced and the pheromone of the global best ant will be updated to provide additional pheromone to the optimal ant, so the ant can find the optimal solution earlier. The pseudo code of ACSMiner is as follows:
Input: , where; Search stagnation parameter: NoConverg; Number of iterations: NoIter; Number of ants: NoAnts.
Output: rule sets.
Initialization: i=0; j=0; iter=0
While the number of training >threshold M Initialize the pheromone of paths; While iter < NoIter and j < NoConverg While i < NoAnts Applies equation (7) to select the node; Apply equation (8) for the local update; Prune rules after the rule construction; i++; End Apply equation (9) to update the pheromone of the best ant in one iteration; j++; iter++; End Apply formula (9) to update pheromone of the global best ant； Delete training samples that meet the rule; End where x i represents the features of the i th sample, n represents the feature dimension; t i represents the label of i th sample, the label dimension is 1. i is the serial number of the ant; j indicates whether the algorithm searches for stagnation; iter refers to the number of iterations; M is defined as the threshold of a certain number of samples.
4.The Intrusion Detection Model based on ACSMiner
The Algorithm Model
The proposed model based on the ACSMiner can be divided into two steps： 1) Training phase: In this phase, the training dataset is used as the input of the ACSMiner algorithm, and the output is the rule set shown as follows: If <term 1 and term 2 and…term n > Then<class n>. The algorithm takes the class of the most instance that meet the rules as the final value of the class. Finally, instances which satisfy the rules will be removed from the training dataset until the number of the remaining instances is less than the threshold.
2) Testing phase: the testing phase mainly do the rule matching using the rule set generated by Step 1, and finally output the evaluation index.
Evaluation Criteria of Performance
The author evaluates the model by using standard evaluation parameters which can be obtained by the confusion matrix. Evaluation parameters include Detection rate (DR), False Positive Rate (FPR) and Acc [11] .
Experimental Results
Data Used and Experimental Parameters
In this paper, we use the KDD99 dataset which can be divided into four categories, namely Probe, DoS, U2R and R2L. First of all, discretization and feature selection were performed. In this paper, the supervised-attribute-Discretize algorithm in Weka has been used to discretize the continuous attributes. 14 attributes were selected as the new features [11] . Then, we removed duplicated records, and randomly extract 24524 samples which were divided into two parts T1 (11705) and T2 (12819) used as training and testing dataset, respectively.
The selection of parameters, including the number of iterations, the number of ants and the stagnation coefficient, must ensure the convergence of the algorithm. The stagnation coefficient indicates the maximum allowed number that the quality of rule extracted this time is the same as that of rule extracted next time. The number of iterations is 100, the number of ants is about 5, and it is reasonable that the stagnation coefficient is 10; The minimum number of covered rules directly affects the number of extracted rules. According to the discrete degree of the dataset and the number of instances, its value is set to be 3. The allowed maximum number of remaining instances can control when the algorithm will determinate, with its value set to be 10. In this paper, the results are the average of ten experimental executions based on ten randomly extracted data. Default rule: normal Table 1 : a set of rules extracted by ACSMiner Table 1 lists 24 rules extracted from dataset T1 by ACSMiner. The last rule <Default rule: normal> means that if an instance does not satisfy the above rules, the instance is considered to belong to normal class. Rule 1 <IF src_bytes = '(52426.5-54614.5)' THEN 'back'>, is used to determine the DoS attack-"back". The src_bytes field represents the number of bytes transmitted from the source host to the destination host. When the "back" attack occurs, the source host sends a large number of request packets to the target host until the destination host resource is depleted and can not provide services. This rule is a good reflection of the characteristics of the back attacks. Rule 7 is used to determine the Satan attack which is a kind of Probe attack. It scans the hosts which have vulnerabilities and have poor capabilities of defence in the network to steal relevant information. Dst_host_count refers to the number of connections that have the same target host as the current connection in the first 100 connections. Rule 7 shows that the target host is likely to be malicious scanning when data transferred between the target host and the source host is small, but the number of connections that have the same target host as the current connection is high. This rule also reflects the characteristics of such an attack. Table 3 : Acc on all types Table 2 shows the number of extracted rules by ACSMiner is almost the same as that of the original algorithm. But the number of term in the rule set is 11.43 percentage points higher than the original algorithm. Since the Normal, DoS and Probe samples account for a relatively large proportion on dataset T1, so the three types of rules are more.
Experimental Results and Analysis
Algorithm
The comparison of the Acc is shown in Table 3 . A large number of Normal class samples are wrongly classified as Probe attacks in AntMiner, and ACSMiner can better identify Normal samples. This is mainly because the number of rules and the term extracted by AntMinerare less, which can not well represent the Normal samples. The Acc of DoS and R2L is almost the same as the original algorithm, and the Acc of U2R and Probe is slightly lower than the original algorithm. The Acc of U2R and R2L, as shown in Table 3 , is lower than that of the other three type, mainly because the samples of these two types of attacks are significantly less than the other two types. Table 4 : comparison of simulation results As can be seen from Table 4 , the training time of ACSMiner has been reduced by 25.5 percentage points, from 171s to 127.4s. This is mainly because the global update strategy is introduced to ACSMiner. That means the additional pheromone will be added to the optimal solution, so that the ant can quickly move near the optimal solution which can improve the speed of convergence. In addition, the training time of SMO algorithm is far less than AntMiner and ACSMiner algorithm. It shows that the methods based on ant colony algorithm have slow convergence speed compared with SMO.
Conclusion
Intrusion detection has been a hot research topic at home and abroad. In this paper, we propose ACSMiner algorithm and apply it intrusion detection. Compared with the AntMiner, experimental results show the accuracy, false alarm rate and training time all have been improved. However, the convergence time is still too long compared with other machine learning methods which need further improvement.
